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Remote Working 
Citing recent exhibitions by artists including  
Park McArthur, Patricia L Boyd, Jason Hirata  
and Ghislaine Leung, Saim Demircan finds that  
the necessity of working remotely caused by the 
pandemic has not only given rise to new ways  
of producing but also of thinking about issues  
such as accessibility, labour and authorship.

At the height of the pandemic, amid on-and-off lock-
downs, continually changing quarantine protocols  
and travel restrictions, artists, faced with the prospect 
of making exhibitions from a distance, found ways  
to get around being physically absent. Over this past 
year, some adapted to ways of working remotely  
in response to such constraints, while in the case  
of others their practices already implicitly question 
accessibility, labour and authorship. Artists such as 
Park McArthur, Patricia L Boyd, Jason Hirata and 
Ghislaine Leung, for example, address issues of social 
and virtual alienation rather than identifying with the 
seemingly newly scripted role of making an exhibition 
without being present. Their recent work re-evaluates 
the position of the artist within what, traditionally 
speaking, constitutes site-specificity in exhibi-
tion-making, while also negotiating – from today’s 
perspectives – the effects of the pandemic on both  
the producer of art and audiences for art. 

What does empiricism mean when you’re not 
physically present or how does an exhibition appear 
when you cannot see it ‘in-person’? Moving past 
certain ways of conceiving presence as articulated  
by the likes of Clement Greenberg and Michael  
Fried, such questions become acutely relevant in  
these increasingly common situations. The parameters 
of display, which have usually been defined by proxim-
ity to an artwork, have also been radically altered  
by viewership, not least through the development  
of online viewing rooms and virtual renderings  
of spaces or extensions of institutions and galleries. 
Park McArthur’s audio guides, which examine spatial 
architecture, real or imagined (as was the case with 
‘Project 195’ at MoMA in 2019), are but one response to 
the effects of distancing. Last August, the artist made 
her exhibition ‘Kunsthalle_guests Gaeste.Netz.5456’ at 
Kunsthalle Bern in Switzerland remotely from the US 
(Reviews AM441). Having already visited a year prior 

to confirming the show, she spoke with members of 
staff at the Kunsthalle in the wake of the pandemic, as 
well as reading about the construction of Kirschenfeld, 
the district in which the museum is located, as a way 
to get to know Bern by proxy instead of spending time 
there as originally intended. From these conversations, 
McArthur wrote a script for an audio guide that was 
hosted on the institution’s website. It became the crux 
of the exhibition, as it was available to listen to from 
afar or at the Kunsthalle. The audio guide’s narrator 
directs the visitor/listener through the Kunsthalle’s 
galleries and ancillary rooms from the entrance hall  
to the courtyard outside, finally detailing where  
one can take public transport away from the venue. 
Mention of relocated objects and artworks installed 
throughout the building also synthesised both physical 
and virtual space. Yet it is the evocation of haptic 
sensations that effectively interpenetrate this divide, 
from the texture of bas relief stone sculptures to the 
stillness of air in a room or whether windows are open 
or closed. The physical description of air movement  
is perhaps most redolent, given the preventative 
measures which were put in place to counteract  
the spread of airborne disease. 

Citing Anne Rorimer’s book Kunsthalle Bern, 1992 
on Michael Asher’s installation (of the same title)  
at the venue as one notable example where an author 
wasn’t present when writing about an exhibition, 
McArthur was aware while making her work of how 
often art history is constructed and reinterpreted 
despite physical distance. Yet her work remains subtly 
in dialogue with the historical influence of Asher’s 
exhibition beyond the reference to its title; whereas 
Asher’s 1992 work Kunsthalle Bern, 1992 namechecks 
the institution itself, a generation later McArthur’s 
work calls attention to its audience. By using the 
Kunsthalle’s website as a space for her exhibition,  
the artist’s own absence potentially aligns McArthur 
with an audience that, as the text for the show reads, 
‘has always included people who do not travel to Bern, 
Switzerland’, which, especially in the light of travel 
restrictions, covered a majority who were unable to. 

As such, access is crucial to ‘Kunsthalle_guests 
Gaeste.Netz.5456’, with MacArthur boosting the 
Kunsthalle’s public Wi-Fi connection, and which  
also lends the exhibition its title. Here, the internet 
becomes invaluable for the audio guide to function  
as an artwork (as well as a necessity for the artist  
to work remotely). The artwork is determined by  

Jason Hirata, Four Framed Portraits, 2021, ‘From Now in Then’, Fanta-MLN, Milan
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YouTube channel, enabling Boyd to view the installa-
tion in real time. She and the exhibition’s curator, 
Gloria Hasnay, used a combination of messaging and 
phone calls to assemble her show (unlike McArthur, 
Boyd relied on a proxy to get a sense of surroundings). 
As the artist herself noted, however, this way of 
working also inadvertently infantilised the artist 
because Hasnay was in control of the tripod’s move-
ments. It also placed Boyd in the position of surveying 
her work while passively monitoring the labour of the 
technicians; a separation that placed the artist outside 
her show (looking in) with those installing on the 
inside (being watched).

Boyd’s absence partly informed the choices about  
the display of works, decisions she might not necessar-
ily have made in person. For instance, Untitled, 2021,  
is a long wooden bench that she had moved from  
the Kunstverein’s foyer into the middle of its largest 
gallery, the Grosser Saal, almost bisecting the length  
of the space. The dichotomy between its removal and 
reappearance (presence) is credited as ‘relocated bench’ 
in its material description, which appears twice in the 
list of works (both in the foyer and the Grosser Saal). 
Practically speaking, however, Boyd was presented 
with the problem of occupying a large volume of space 
by selecting already available pieces to show, because 
she had originally intended to make new work while in 
Munich. Moreover, the bench – not least for its size and 
shape – represented the absence of sociability, since the 
artist was told that, amongst other uses, people would 
often dance on it at afterparties. Without an exhibition 
opening, the presence of Untitled in ‘Hold’ contained 
this absence, as well as a history of bodies collectively 
celebrating, underpinning the yearning for physical 
contact at a time when social gathering was abruptly 
replaced with social distancing. 

its place of display and the audio guide also extends 
the boundaries of site-specificity by being online  
since the atemporality of virtual space ostensibly 
appears to provide almost limitless admission  
to McArthur’s exhibition.

By reinserting physicality into the ways in  
which art moves or circulates when not solely  
reliant on presence  – in this case, interpretive materi-
als that constitute the already received experience –  
McArthur’s project considers how ‘being physically 
present in an exhibition space is a question of access’, 
as Camilla McHugh noted in her review of the exhibi-
tion for Flash Art. What the artist perhaps posits here 
is how much this accessibility extends the capacity of 
public-facing institutions to enable changes to exhibi-
tion-making in the fallout from the pandemic. Indeed, 
what, in the long term, will be the effect of the hybrid-
ity, or the blending of virtual and physical space in 
ways that incorporate new, digital-based viewership 
alongside established bricks and mortar models  
of gallery attendance?

If ‘Kunsthalle_guests Gaeste.Netz.5456’ focused  
on how art is experienced through its own mediation 
by utilising the necessity of working from a distance, 
for Patricia L Boyd, being absent from her exhibition 
‘Hold’ at Kunstverein München earlier this year 
presented the artist with similar challenges. Chief 
among these was wrestling with the contradiction 
that she was making a show about how spaces are 
occupied (the title of the exhibition also implies 
intimacy). Interestingly, the reliance on communica-
tions technologies to install her exhibition had one  
of the biggest impacts on proprioception. The staff at 
the Kunstverein constructed a makeshift surrogate for 
the artist that involved a camera mounted on a tripod 
at eye height with a live-feed connected to a private 

Park McArthur, An alternative view of the main gallery emphasising the grand room’s symmetrical layout  
and open doorways. A small portion of the large glass ceiling is visible at the image’s top edge and clusters  

of museum benches in black and unpainted wood are positioned around the room, Kunsthalle, Bern, 2020
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her exhibition. Viewed on screen, the diminished scale 
and limited movement meant that when the artist  
was finally able to visit her own show she described 
the experience as one of being in a simulation. This 
revelation is suggestive of how absence continues  
while one is present. In claiming ‘the installation  
shot sans figures’ as an ‘icon of our visual culture’, 
Brian O’Doherty memorably denoted the veneration  
of empty space in his book Inside the White Cube. ‘You 
are there without being there,’ he goes on to say; an 
insinuation that reads like a ghostly rebuke of Fried’s 
claim that Minimalism always requires an audience.

While McArthur and Boyd dealt with their own 
remoteness directly through the specifics of how and 
where their exhibitions took place, recent work by 
Ghislaine Leung and Jason Hirata took a more self- 
determined approach that was no less personal in 
nature. One could say that Leung’s work has an 
inherently remote outward appearance. Over the past 
several years, the artist has developed what she refers 
to as ‘scores’: instructional guides that regulate the 
choices and placement of certain commercially availa-
ble or prefabricated objects, such as the horse carriage, 
foam puzzle flooring tiles and children’s blackout 
curtains which comprised her show ‘0465773005’  
at Cabinet in London earlier this year. Devised as a 
sustainable way of working for the express purposes  

For the installation Incubator, 2021, Boyd sealed  
the floor-to-ceiling doorways to the furthest space of 
the Kunstverein with two large, thick planes of glass 
that had been perforated in the middle with a circular 
pattern of holes through which one could feel a breeze 
of air from the next-door gallery’s open windows.  
This architectural intervention reinstates physical 
sensation in the space, creating another point of 
contact that might else be revoked through remote-
ness, no less significant given the dyspnea, or short-
ness of breath, that many of those with Covid-19 
suffer. In both McArthur and Boyd’s exhibitions,  
air – ‘the all-pervasive yet imperceptible substance 
required for existence’, as Rorimer writes about Asher –  
is acutely felt. Indeed, it is this sensation of moving air 
that has the closest associations beyond touch,  
or the definition of feeling in ‘purely somatosensory 
terms’ that these works activate. Indeed, in an inter-
view with artist Dora Budor published in Mousse,  
Boyd relates how she kept asking the curator ‘how 
does it feel?’ as a way to get closer to the sensation  
of installing in real time, concluding that this feeling 
was ‘a temporary lending of another person’s bodily 
senses and their own particular idiom of perceiving’.

Changes to viewing physical space impacts one’s 
mental experience of that space, and this invariably 
altered and impeded Boyd’s perception while installing 

Perhaps the absence of the artist commits a final act  
of anti-objectification, eschewing the prerequisite  

in the art world to be ‘everywhere’ at all times.

Jason Hirata, ‘From Now in Then’, installation view, Fanta-MLN, Milan
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each of the three works that the artist included are 
accredited to paid professionals, such as the painting 
company Edilmanca, which executed Painted Square, 
2021, on the floor of the gallery, or NCC Milano 
Services, which supplied the artist with a car service 
for Car, 2021. Hirata already knew he wasn’t travel-
ling to Milan even before pandemic-imposed travel 
restrictions came into force; the conditions for execut-
ing his work meant that he did not have to be physi-
cally present to produce it. 

Hirata’s apparent distance, however, supports his 
own attempts to de-emphasise himself as the sole 
producer of his artwork, much like Leung does with 
her scores by leaving room for interpretation. Painted 
Square acknowledges the authorship of the commercial 
painter and is conditional on the perspicacity of  
the gallery owners, who choose whether it goes on  
the wall or on the floor, what colour it will be and  
how to install it. At Fanta-MLN, the gallerists decided 
the work should be painted on the floor because it had 
remained untouched since the venue launched in 2015. 
Given that the floorspace was also slightly longer than 
a square, Painted Square left a strip of unpainted floor 
that – like the negative space left by Boyd’s Untitled –  
highlighted traces of the gallery’s previous use. Yet 
rather than erase his own authorship, Hirata rein-
scribes it through others, repeating a dependency  
on the staff employed by the institution or gallery, 
whether curators, guides or technicians. If, in Hirata’s 
case, production is the work, then the artist never 
truly escapes or evades their own subjectivity. One 
might be reminded of the instructional works and 

of exhibiting, Leung’s directives recognise that context 
as already half the work of making a show. This 
self-imposed form of artistic labour supposes a detach-
ment, or distancing of the artist from their artwork 
given that the scores can be executed by the exhibitor 
organisers themselves. Yet, simply handing over 
instructions belies recognition of others implicit 
within the making of the work. In this respect, 
Leung’s scores delegate accountability where referred 
authorship cannot be easily established within,  
say, the bureaucratic framework of an institution  
or the private gallery salesroom. 

Of the three scores in her current show 
‘PORTRAITS’ at Museum Abteiberg in 
Mönchengladbach, for which the artist was also 
unable to be physically present, the instruction for 
Browns, 2021, is to paint all the available walls brown 
to standard picture hanging height. Here, the rough 
application of a neutral colour on the museum’s walls 
reveals past usages, highlighting the numerous imper-
fections that are the result of previous installations 
that came before hers, effectively foregrounding the 
cyclical temporality of exhibition-making and the 
layered accumulation of work. Like McArthur and 
Boyd’s architectural interventions, Browns also makes 
visible a connection to a historical lineage unique  
to the physical structure of a certain place – in this 
case, the manual labour involved in displaying art –  
contradicting the degree of objectivity that is  
implied by distance. 

Similarly, for Jason Hirata’s exhibition ‘From Now 
in Then’ at Fanta-MLN in Milan earlier this spring, 

Ghislaine Leung, ‘PORTRAITS’, installation view, Museum Abteiberg
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relationship to the materials of display that has been 
accentuated through working remotely. While the  
use of certain media can be seen as characteristic  
or representative, broadly speaking, of conceptual or 
minimal practices, these examples interrupt, spatially 
or architecturally, infrastructural codes and policies  
of display. Would we have noticed the functionality  
of the bench in the Kunstverein’s foyer if it hadn’t  
had been moved, for instance, or have paid attention  
to the electrical outlets that Leung’s mush-
room-shaped nightlights, Shrooms, 2016, are  
plugged into in a given gallery space?

In her essay ‘Between Not Everything and Not 
Nothing: Cuts Toward Infrastructural Critique’, 
Marina Vishmidt points out that infrastructure ‘works 
because the preconditions of its effectivity are neither 
visible nor relevant; these jut out when the infrastruc-
ture breaks down or if an element is isolated from the 
whole’. Rather than a straightforward critique of 
infrastructure that can be fixed or repaired, such  
as in Maria Eichhorn’s ‘Das Geld der Kunsthalle  
Bern’ at Kunsthalle Bern in 2001 or Gerry Bibby’s 
‘Combination Boiler’ at London’s Showroom in 2014, 
in which these artists mended faults in the respective 
institution’s facilities, working remotely raises 
questions around the labour of installation. Indeed, 
Hirata’s Painted Square even presents a problem for 
the gallerists: that it is a unique work effectively 
means it can only exist in one place at any given time, 
potentially meaning that the gallery needs to remove 
it when the work is shown elsewhere.

Ultimately, however, one of the biggest questions 
posed by remote working is whether site-specificity 
always requires the physical presence of the artist.  
The answer it seems would be no longer – or, at the 
very least, as practitioners, we need to reconfigure an 
artist’s involvement in an exhibition and what might 
be expected of them. Perhaps the absence of the artist 
commits a final act of anti-objectification, eschewing 
the prerequisite in the art world to be ‘everywhere’  
at all times. In these artists’ works, the proxy becomes 
an extension of the artist themselves, sometimes as 
prothesis or even substitute – ‘temporary borrowing’, 
as Boyd describes it. As such, while remoteness 
insinuates distance, whether geographically or emo-
tionally, they all display approaches, material inclina-
tions and their corresponding connotations that are 
far from impersonal. The different subjectivities, past 
experiences and emotional intimacy with the object, 
institution or gallery say otherwise. In short, remote-
ness in its current form can bring forth closeness. 

Saim Demircan is a curator and writer based  
in New York and Turin.

scores deployed by Fluxus and conceptual artists,  
such as Sol LeWitt, John Cage and Lawrence Wiener, 
who also refrained from writing themselves out of 
their work. In this sense, one could think that Hirata 
is, in fact, overtly present since he draws attention  
to his own absence. 

Furthermore, the works exhibited in ‘From Now  
in Then’ provide a service to both the gallery and 
visitors to Hirata’s exhibition. Painted Square, for 
instance, gives the space a makeover – the smooth  
grey colour epitomising a bona fide gallery floor. Car, 
on the other hand, took visitors wherever they needed 
to go after seeing the exhibition, and similarly 
expanded the parameters of the exhibition itself, or 
the gallery as the exporter of aesthetic experience. 
Both these works require presence and a physical 
point of contact to function, while a third piece, Four 
Framed Portraits, 2021, draws attention to distance,  
in this case national borders that have always caused 
travel restrictions. Consisting of cropped passport 
photographs of the three gallerists, and one of Hirata 
himself, the piece was a further acknowledgement  
that all four people were involved in producing an 
exhibition – or at least its ideation – like a team of 
equals. Here, the artist’s relationship to others is  
again reincorporated into the work, which, like 
Leung’s, speaks to the identity of place not through 
institutional critique but through portraiture. 

Both Leung and Hirata acknowledge the work of 
other people in their own work within ‘the networks 
and infrastructures that are necessary for the produc-
tion of art’ (see Dave Beech’s feature ‘Workless Art 
Work’ in AM448). How they, together with McArthur 
and Boyd, interrelate with the frameworks in which 
they show is perhaps indicative of a changing 

Ghislaine Leung, ‘PORTRAITS’,  
installation view, Museum Abteiberg 
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Jason Hirata, Sometimes You’re Both (detail), 2019, three-channel HD and 
digital video (color, sound, indefinite duration), auxiliary HD video (color, sound, 

10 minutes), loaned artworks, loaned video documentation, 80WSE Gallery, 
New York. Photo: Carter Seddon. 

 
WHEN ARTISTS SPACE REOPENED on New York’s Cortlandt Alley in 2019, 
the building’s entrance moved and a beautiful basement carved out and cubed, 
there were water bottles (Dasani, Snapple, Poland Spring) spread out across the 
floor full of urine of different hues. Dazzled by the newness of the space, my 
eyes, somewhat annoyingly, kept shifting downward to look at these funky things 
(in part to avoid tripping over them), only to be hit by a wave of repulsion and 



embarrassment. Here I was, a grown and credentialed man—a critic!—staring at 
piss, leisurely scratching my chin. If you walk around New York with your eyes 
open, you’ll see these repurposed bottles all around, tossed from car windows 
by professional drivers of trucks, Ubers, or Lyfts who have to go on the go 
because they can’t stop going. These vessels, then, are cast from a precarious 
economy, but they’re sexed and gendered artifacts, too, since they’re mostly the 
products of persons who can aim their penises into the mouth of the opening 
and feel uninhibited enough to hurl the results out into the scrum of the world: 
bombs of bad manners, golden F-Us. So was the fact that an artist carried these 
objects into the gallery some kind of masculinist way of marking territory (even if 
he had to bend down and get his hands dirty to do so), or was it that old 
Duchampian move of bringing the outside in to test the boundaries of the 
institution? The artist apparently returned the bottles to the street after the 
exhibition’s close, thus completing the work. All I could hope was that he wasn’t 
asking us to see beauty in the everyday. 
 

 
Jason Hirata, Floaters, 2020, projectors. Installation view, Artists Space, New 

York, 2019–20. Photo: Daniel Pérez. 

There were other things in the Artists Space exhibition too, some of them by the 
same artist. One gallery was ringed with digital projectors sitting on the ground 
(lowness is a throughline), casting snowy white fields onto otherwise darkened 
white walls. Shooting blanks, the work dealt in avant-garde techniques of 
negation and refusal, but only to focus on the medium of the projectors and the 
ways they’d been calibrated. There’s no true Platonic white, the work seemed to 
insist, simply real-life versions of the idea. At the same time, the piece created a 
kind of negative media environment, capturing the viewer in a patchwork of 
screens. The work was not just a low-key piece of video art, however, since the 



projectors had a provenance, each borrowed from New York University’s 
80WSE gallery, where the artist was staging another exhibition. (Artists these 
days–—Danh Vo and Cameron Rowland serve as bellwethers—are obsessed 
with where things come from, perhaps even more so than with where they end 
up.) There, some twenty blocks to the north, on the east side of Washington 
Square Park, even more projectors were projecting, but there they screened 
versions of works the artist had assisted in producing—it was literally his work, 
but like most work, others had made it, too, and most of it originally appeared 
under their signatures. (The title of a key outing by Ei Arakawa, “Non-Solo Show, 
Non-Group Show” [2009] seemed a pertinent precursor here.) To figure out how 
one should look at this remixed exhibition was very difficult—I felt sucked into a 
web of networked insiderism and proper names. Works by Carissa Rodriguez, 
Hannah Black, and Hito Steyerl offered symbolic weight, but the works weren’t 
quite by them anymore, and to complicate things, several of the videos had been 
on view at other New York venues just months earlier—Black’s Ramney and 
Raymond, 2018, at Performance Space; Rodriguez’s The Girls, 1997–2018, at 
SculptureCenter— their presence here creating a sense of déjà vu. In this new 
context, they functioned mainly as records of relationships, and eventually one 
had to wonder if all story isn’t backstory, if all textuality isn’t intertexuality after 
all. “Sometimes You’re Both” (that was the name of the exhibition) was 
somehow the sausage and how the sausage gets made at once—and 
importantly, the stuff of making, the computers and cords and whatnot, was 
perfunctorily placed on folding tables, studio style, as much on display as the 
videos themselves. Let’s call this artist The Assistant. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Jason Hirata, Sometimes You’re Both, 2019, two posters, each 23 3⁄8 × 33 1⁄8" 
 



In many respects, The Assistant works in the wake of the Pictures generation; 
things borrowed and received are his métier, but the way they are staged is 
important to him as well. In this sense, Louise Lawler’s interventions, often 
pointed directly at the art world, are the artist’s true antecedent, and the look of 
her photographic work clearly guides the various poster projects featuring found 
and generic imagery that the artist has undertaken over the years. But where the 
Pictures artists often took the media’s imaginary—its advertisements, B movies, 
cowboys, and figurines—as raw material to challenge their own authorship, The 
Assistant leans firmly on media as material to confront his. He is interested in 
the materiality of media, in other words, and he understands media, as McLuhan 
did, in an expanded sense—not just electricity, the internet, and TV, but all the 
things that work us over, working conditions included. The artist doesn’t so much 
picture, or re-picture, pictures as display dynamics, and while most of his work is 
two-dimensional, all of it offers a lens to see through. His medium is bound less 
by a particular discipline (painting, sculpture, video) than by a set of processes—
and in this sense, I think we can say that the artist is motivated more by a 
concern with ethics (i.e., how one works) than by an interest in aesthetics (i.e., 
how something looks). One might call him, too, The Ethicist. 
He is interested in the materiality of media, and he understands media, as 
McLuhan did, in an expanded sense—not just electricity, the internet, or 
TV, but all the things that work us over, working conditions included. 

Jason Hirata, Different Telling of the Same Story, 2016, metal shelf. Installation 
view, Theta, New York, 2021. Photo: Stephen Faught 



 
 
 

At a recent two-person exhibition at Theta in New York, staged with Tony 
Chrenka, the artist presented a set of brutally squished shelving units that 
recalled something of modernism’s exquisitely dysfunctional machines while at 
the same time coyly winking at today’s endless discussions of the supply chain. 
Everything was out of stock, in that the shelves were empty (so one might as 
well squish them, save space), but the sculptures were also 
themselves made from stock, which is to say material available and at hand, or 
at least on Amazon. That, in fact, is a key characteristic of much of the artist’s 
work: It is somehow both empty (like stock photography) and part of the 
inventory (like stocked goods). Its raw material, however, is not simply the 
physical things that surround the artist (shelving, piss, box fans, leftover video, 
etc.), but also the social material and “media” available to him—what the writer 
Joseph Lubitz calls the artist’s “friendships and jobs.” For all the blankness and 
opacity that the artist’s work evinces, however—the exhibition at Theta included 
spectral gray silhouettes titled Jason Hirata cut to the shape of the artist’s 
body—history often hangs around like a specter: It is the thing that’s not there. 
For a performance staged at the Center for Experimental Lectures some years 
ago, the artist recited a list of foods served to his grandparents in a Japanese 
American internment camp during World War II (a concern with the body and 
digestion forms another thread of his practice). And that’s how history is, isn’t it? 
Despite the spectacular pictures flashed by the media, and which the art world 
today seems to hunger for, the past is rarely in our face—rather, it nags at us 
through the noise and fuzz, gnawing at the edges. 
 
Alex Kitnick teaches art history at Bard College in Annandale-on-Hudson, New 
York. 
	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jason Hirata’s critical practice emerges from a studied approach to the 
contours of his friendships and jobs, the light in the room, and the food on 
the menu. He was recently called a “slacker” in the New	York	Times, and 
there is a certain accuracy in the recognition of his simple gestures’ 
obstinate relation to conventions of productivity. 
Before we met, I saw a show he made by writing the names of different 
foods on construction paper with Sharpie. For a lecture I commissioned 
from him for the Center for Experimental Lectures, he performed a 
durational reading of every dish served at every meal for one week at the 
concentration camp in Puyallup, Washington, where his grandparents were 
interned during World War II. We started working together because we like 
to eat, and pleasure, along with form, care, precarity, work, and 
reproduction, are the subjects of his practice. 
—Joseph Lubitz 



Joseph	Lubitz	In recent solo exhibitions, you have shown works by other 
artists as well as non-artworks by other people that you had a hand in 
producing. Some have read this as an acerbic critique of authorship, but I 
also see this way of working as a representation of your position and 
practice as a set of professional relationships, dependencies, citations, 
friendships— 
 
Jason	Hirata—which are all things that authorship requires, and bodies 
require, and people require. 
I think I am more interested in experimenting within its conditions than 
criticizing authorship itself. It was Carissa Rodriguez, whose work I am 
showing at 80WSE, who taught me that: that I am	authoring something by 
doing this. She showed me that even when a show of mine contains zero 
works authored by me, this is not an evacuation of my authorship. I think 
critical practice is mostly self-critique. So, a goal of this work is to find the 
authorship in what I am doing and to propose finding the authorship in 
what your assistant is doing, or what the registrar is doing, or the make-up 
artist, or the staff. The artwork for me is in the structure and not the object. 
It’s a conveyance of a feeling through a number of supporters, participants, 
and circumstances. 
 
JL	I’ve been thinking about some of your other gestures in these shows, 
like the image of a pigeon perched on the cornice of a building high above 
an out-of-focus Manhattan, which you have printed twice at poster size and 
taped side by side in the window of 80WSE. 
 
JH	The pigeon image comes from a postcard that fell from a vendor near 
80WSE at Lucas Quigley’s feet one day during a windstorm. The works in 
the windows allude to a series of posters that Lucas and Levi Easterbrooks 
help me make. You are seeing what is almost a poster for that body of 
work. 
	
	
	



	
JL	Something other than the original, or the final, is on view. I see the 
doubling as a formal analogy for the way you show other people’s work. 
 The pigeon, like the works on view at 80WSE, gains a particular meaning 
through its repetition. 
 
JH	The display of artworks is always a negotiation, even when that is 
obscured. Every time the poster series gets reproduced, it’s a unique 
situation. A version is shown at one place, and it’s different the next time 
it’s shown. Not only because everywhere I participate in an exhibition an 
additional poster is produced from a postcard, but because that space and 
that organization of people will have a different need for the posters. 
Kunstverein Nürnberg sold the poster series in its yearly fundraising as a 
set, because that’s how they imagined people would buy them. For my 
show at Veronica in Seattle, they sold them as unique prints. At Christian 
Anderson in Copenhagen, they were a single unique edition comprised of 
four prints, two of each poster from that show. They are always one 
hundred percent what the space needs. The window of 80WSE is a space 
that needs to represent what is going on in the programming of the gallery, 
or needs to be programming itself. 



When I say that the display of artworks is always a negotiation, even when 
obscured, I mean that there are always a number of outside factors at play, 
whether they are acknowledged or not. For instance, when we listen to 
music, it is never in a total vacuum of sound; there is always the sound of 
your surroundings, the equipment it’s coming through or made with, and 
the sound of yourself breathing. 
	
JL	This compromised situation of listening is also a formal device in your 
exhibition at 80WSE: you stream the audio of various videos on view into 
two of the middle rooms, where it is mixed and has its own life as noise. 
One of the rooms is lit by the default screensaver of the Apple computer 
that, I assume, controls the mixing and sending of the audio. Just showing 
the works together, they interact. So why do you perform this technical 
operation, an intervention and gesture not used in your earlier exhibition at 
Kunstverein Nürnberg? 

JH	It’s a way of being 
literal. By technically 
mixing the sounds 
that are already 
passively mixing in 
space, I think it 
produces a situation 
where that mixture is 
acknowledged in a 
way that I haven’t 
been able to achieve 
before. It shows that 
I am presenting a 
single coherent 

experience of these works. Also, the structure of presenting these multiple 
videos as one coherent experience at 80WSE was a curatorial proposal 
that came from the institution. 
There is one project here in these two shows, but there was also a group 
show at Kunsthalle Fribourg where I got to try this for the first time with 
Jason Loebs’s work. In addition to his hosting the premise with his art and 



employing me as his assistant, he really theorized the beginning of the 
project with me. 
	
JS	Do you feel that my questions now are related to your questions about 
the work at that time? 
 
JH	No, completely different, because that was a conversation between 
Loebs and myself about the emotional and psychological experience of 
making his work together as codependents. We were discussing what it 
would mean to perform a reversal of power dynamics and psychologies. At 
80WSE the conversation has been primarily between me and the people 
that run that space. The differences come mostly through the people 
involved, so this project will always present differently. 
While I don’t think artists are all a certain way, I do think the work often 
gets asked to do a similar thing: to relate to the world through the 
commodity form or through objects. There is a lot more to art, and a lot 
more to life, than objects. Because I am trying to work directly with that 
structure, I’m rarely sure these days if the art I make is actually visible 
within the fields of art. 
I hadn’t really worked for a lot of artists until I moved to New York, which is 
when I started to help provide some of the reproductive ground that new 
artwork needs. I was watching art, and it was amazing. I was actually 
watching it emerge and listening to artists caring for that emergence. 
	
JL	There is an echo of that in Carissa’s and others’ critique of the art 
historical fascination with the newborn and caring for the newborn, of 
originality. 
	
JH	Which is a critique of the newborn within patrilinear discourse. Forms of 
exchange want objects to be indifferent, but I want to maintain the 
connection to the conditions that produce them. In early accounts of the 
readymade that I have read, it’s there. It’s as if we figured out how to take 
these objects people encountered, to enclose them and turn them blank, 
as if they weren’t already authorially inhabited. Like André Breton’s slipper-
spoon thing. He finds this slipper that looks like a spoon, or is it a spoon 



that looks like a slipper? He finds it in a flea market, and it 
becomes his found object. But it was clearly something that was made by 
hand by somebody 
unknown to him, 
someone outside of 
his encounter with 
that evidence of a 
creative 
subjectivity.  
	
JL	Do	you	feel	like	
the	piss	bottles	you	
recently	exhibited	at	
Artists	Space	are	
your	spoon-slipper?	
	
JH	The	piss	bottles	and	projectors	that	were	at	Artists	Space	are	finished	
works	when	they	are	returned.	The	show	opened	in	2019,	but	all	the	works	
are	dated	2020,	so	the	actual	artwork	is	the	loan,	as	well	as	the	momentary	
handling	of	the	object,	its	momentary	keeping,	and	finally	its	return.	The	
projectors	go	back	to	80WSE,	and	the	piss	bottles	are	returned	to	the	street.	I	
didn’t	want	their	transplantation	to	be	permanent.	They	are	my	spoon-
slipper!	
	
JL	Do	you	always	return	them?	
	
JH	I	usually	get	them	just	to	look	at	them	and	then	throw	them	out.	I’m	always	
really	worried	about	them	because	I	hear	how	they	explode,	and	they	might	
spill.	The	seal	might	not	be	good	on	them.	I	have	proposed	this	artwork	to	
people	outside	the	US	and	have	been	told	that	they	don’t	exist	there.	Maybe	at	
some	point	I’ll	try	to	show	them	in	a	place	where	I’m	told	they	don’t	exist.	
Showing	them	there	would	entail	finding	them	there,	then	returning	them	to	
where	they	were	found.	Anywhere	where	there	are	people	and	bottles,	there	
is	the	potential	for	pee	in	a	bottle.		



	
Jason	Hirata:	Sometimes	You’re	Both	is	on	view	at	80WSE	in	New	York	City	
until	February	23.	
Joseph	Lubitz	is	a	curator	and	writer	in	Brooklyn.	He	is	the	co-director	of	the	
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Ideology	Reading	Group	at	Wendy’s	Subway,	and	the	exhibitions	Bangalore	
Flat	at	Home	Sweet	Home,	Bangalore;	and	Omnipresence	at	The	Kitchen	in	
New	York	City	as	a	Helena	Rubinstein	Curatorial	Fellow	in	the	Whitney	

Independent	Study	Program.	
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View	of	Jason	Hirata's	“Sometimes	You’re	Both,”	80WSE	Gallery,	New	York,	2019–20.	Photo	by	Carter	Seddon.	Image	
courtesy	of	80WSE	Gallery.	
	
The	ambiguity	of	Jason	Hirata’s	exhibition	title	speaks	to	his	ambidexterity	as	artist	
and	videographer,	two	roles	that	fold	into	one	another	in	this	show.	Hirata	produces	
videos	for	artists,	as	well	as	documenting	live	events	and	providing	technical	



assistance,	and	this	exhibition	presents	six	videos	he	has	worked	on.	The	precise	
nature	of	his	labor,	however,	remains	oblique	or	uncredited,	the	exception	being	Hito	
Steyerl’s	2018	video	Unbroken	Windows(a	piece	of	paper	sellotaped	to	the	wall	lists	
Hirata	as	production	manager	and	director	of	photography).		
“Sometimes	You’re	Both”	continues	Hirata’s	recent	practice	of	deconstructing	the	solo	
show.	For	his	“25	October,	2015—12	May,	2019”	exhibition	at	Kunstverein	Nürnberg	
in	2019,	he	exhibited	other	artists’	work	under	his	own	name.	Similarly,	“Sometimes	
You’re	Both”	is	neither	strictly	artist-curated	nor	collaboratively	billed.	More	liberty	is	
taken	here	with	the	display	of	works	than	in	“25	October,	2015—12	May,	2019”:	
technical	equipment	sits	out	in	the	open	on	tabletops.	While	this	could	be	mistaken	for	
slacker	aesthetics,	it’s	rather	another	instance	of	the	artist	divulging	the	mechanics	of	
artistic	production—or,	perhaps	more	specifically,	the	invisible	labor	behind	
installation.	Films	play	from	laptop	to	projector	in	a	visible	circulatory	system.	The	
presentation	is	also	an	economy	of	means:	fire	exit	signs	light	the	space,	couch	chairs	
from	a	previous	show	provide	the	seating.	In	parallel,	Hirata’s	contribution	to	a	group	
show	held	at	the	nearby	Artists	Space	is	an	installation	of	surplus	projectors	from	
80WSE’s	inventory.	
	

	
	
View	of	Jason	Hirata's	“Sometimes	You’re	Both,”	80WSE	Gallery,	New	York,	2019–20.	Photo	by	Carter	Seddon.	Image	
courtesy	of	80WSE	Gallery.	
	
Hirata	incorporates	a	third	component	of	his	employment—occasional	audiovisual	
hire	at	80WSE—by	synchronizing	the	sound	of	all	six	works.	The	exhibition	is	front-
ended	by	two	video	works,	Carissa	Rodriguez’s	The	Girls(1997–2018)	and	Hannah	
Black’s	2019	Ramey	and	Raymond	(80WSE	edit);	audio	from	these	pieces,	and	from	
three	documented	performances	and	readings,	overlap	between	interlocking	gallery	



rooms	in	which	more	machinery	is	on	show.	A	familiar	screensaver	plays	endlessly	on	
a	desktop	computer	in	one	corner,	while	a	modem	and	speaker	are	the	lone	occupants	
of	another.	
Thematically	speaking,	the	content	of	the	works	grouped	together	here	is	somewhat	
unrelated—it’s	Hirata’s	involvement	that	connects	them.	Almost	all	feature	other	
people	as,	or	as	a	conduit	for,	their	principal	subject,	from	the	artist	Chris	Toepfer	
(founder	of	The	Neighborhood	Foundation)	in	Steyerl’s	work,	to	Rodriguez’s	long-
distance	Hi8	footage	of	children	in	a	playground.	But	it	is	Black’s	film—another	version	
of	which	is	concurrently	included	in	her	show	at	Kunstverein	Braunschweig—that	
appears	most	in	sync	with	Hirata’s	project.	In	this	edit,	the	artist	switches	between	
interviews	with	Raymond	Pinto,	a	performer	in	the	Broadway	production	of	The	
Phantom	of	the	Opera,	and	Ramey	Ward,	daughter	of	film	editor	Dede	Allen.	At	one	
point,	describing	her	late	mother’s	style,	Ward	suggests	that	“You	would	never	overlap	
sound.	She	was	the	first	to	do	that.”	Her	words	chime	with	the	layout	of	the	exhibition,	
characterized	by	its	sound-bleed	“from	one	scene	to	the	next.”	Calling	forth	narrative	
devices	and	techniques	from	theatre	and	cinema,	Hirata’s	configuration	of	films	within	
the	exhibition	might	also	be	thought	of	as	a	way	of	moving	from	one	space	to	the	next.		
Hirata’s	work	asks	where	one	person’s	artistic	practice	ends	and	another’s	begins.	This	
question	is	most	apparent	in	the	three	videos	he	made	for	events	that	took	place	at	
Artists	Space	in	2017:	a	poetry	reading	by	Adjua	Gargi	Nzinga	Greaves,	and	
performances	by	New	Red	Order	and	Trajal	Harrell.	To	show	such	recordings	by	proxy	
interrogates	their	very	purpose	and	deepens	an	understanding	of	what	it	might	mean,	
in	this	case,	for	an	artist	to	generate	content.	As	such,	Hirata	uses	the	exhibition	as	a	
space	to	exercise	ideas	of	subjectivity	in	documentation,	an	arena	ripe	for	further	
examination.	That	the	artist	plays	with	a	certain	degree	of	elusiveness	with	his	
professional	duality	also	resonates	with	the	last	words	in	Pinto’s	interview:	“It	is	
interesting	to	see	how	the	phantom	moves	around	the	space,	and	through	different	
bodies.”	In	a	way,	Hirata	is	the	apparition	haunting	his	own	show,	inhabiting	the	work.	
	
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Saim	Demircan	is	a	curator	and	writer	based	in	New	York	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	

	
	
Jason Hirata’s solo show “Sometimes You’re Both,” on view at New York 
University’s 80 Washington Square East gallery (80WSE) through 
February 23, comprises six video works loaned to Hirata by other artists 
and collectives—Hannah Black, Adjua Gargi Nzinga Greaves, Trajal 
Harrell, Carissa Rodriguez, Hito Steyerl, and New Red Order. All the 
loans are pieces that he once aided in realizing. Since 2008, Hirata has 
worked freelance for various artists and museums, most often as a video 
technician. The “Sometimes” pieces are presented using seating and 
equipment from previous exhibitions Hirata helped install at 80WSE, 
where he often serves as an art handler or technician. He compares his 
support of other artists to devices that make shows run, like projectors 
and cables. Below, the artist explains why he considers his installation of 
the videos. 



I first showed a version of this project last year at Kunstverein Nürnberg. 
That exhibition, titled “25 October, 2015 — 12 May, 2019,” featured objects, 
videos, and sound pieces that I made for twenty-four other artists over the 
course of a few years. This temporal framework was a way to bring an 
autobiographical sense of time into the story. For “Sometimes You’re 
Both,” I’m showing only videos that I helped make as work for hire. One 
student asked me if the show was like a demo reel, and I realized it totally 
is. Things like demo reels or even credits are more common in film than in 
video art Hito Steyerl’s Unbroken Windows [2018] is more of a film than 
anything else I’m showing: that’s partially why it’s in its own room. Credits 
do roll at the end of Steyerl’s piece, but not the others. For Unbroken 
Windows, I was the production manager; Steyerl hired a cast and crew. I 
shot and/or edited some of the other works. For Carissa Rodriguez’s The 
Girls [1997–2018], I was the studio assistant: you could say that piece is 
the furthest from my own creative agency. I was responsible for tasks like 
editing as well as encoding the files to make sure the video could be played 
in different situations. 

  

Rodriguez’s video, which 
you see when you first 
walk in, is synced with 
another piece that’s 
shown in the last of five 
connected rooms: Adjua 
Gargi Nzinga 
Greaves’s Poetry 
Reading at 222 
Bowery [2017]. An 
intense musical score 
plays at the end of 
Rodriguez’s video in the 
first room; that music is 
also the score for 

Greaves’s video. These videos are then synced with a third channel that 
isn’t visual: in the gallery’s third room, a mix of the dialogue, sounds, and 
music from both videos [plays from] a Mac computer sitting on a cart, 
showing the default screensaver. Often, in video art exhibitions, people try 
to avoid installing works in a manner that makes the sound from one piece 
bleed into another, but I put the speakers for the audio channel in the 
middle rooms. The galleries are another platform for me to edit the videos 
spatially and temporally. This sort of installation is a very clear way to 
incorporate my own authorship. 



The first time I did this type of multi-channel orchestration was while 
working for 80WSE last summer, synchronizing a two-channel piece for 
the collective Thirteen Black Cats (Vic Brooks, Lucy Raven, and Evan 
Calder Williams). Learning that technique while working with them was a 
form of inheritance: I 
learned a new skill and 
gained a new idea through 
the process of helping 
other artists solve a 
problem. I thought about 
how my personal practice 
unfolds within the context 
of a paid position, when 
I’m working for other 
authors. 
 
The installation is meant 
to give prominent visual 
space to the exhibition’s 
apparatuses. Things like 
the cables and the Wi-Fi router are very much on view: I’m accentuating 
the technical support structures. The installation shots emphasize 
components like the tables, the sound boards, the projectors . . . things that 
I, as an assistant, get the privilege of working with. I want people to look at 
the facilities without breaking their art gaze. The chairs I use were 
purchased for the Thirteen Black Cats exhibition, and the projectors were 
purchased for the Louise Lawler show at 80WSE in 2018. I consulted for 
Lawler’s exhibition, and chose the projectors. In my Nuremburg show, I 
represented other artists’ practices more faithfully, not wanting to subsume 
their work into my own. Here, I’m still thinking through the ethics of 
distributing authorship, showing my hand a bit more while still trying to 
avoid subsuming the work of others. 

—As told to Emily Watlington 

 
 

 

	
	
	
	
	


